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ON THE PERIODIC SOLUTION OF A QUASI-LINEAR 
NON-AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM 
OTTO VEJVODA, Praha 
(Received October 2, 1959) 
The main purpose of this paper is to appraise the range of a small parameter e 
for which a periodic solution of (0*1) exists. 
Let us consider the real system 
(0.1) x = Ax + ef(t,x9e), 
where x is a л-dimensional column vector with components (xl9 x2,..., x„), A is a 
n x n constant matrix and f(t, x, г) is a и-dimensional vector function which, besides 
fulfilling certain continuity and differentiability conditions, is periodic in t of period 
2% (we shall now shorten to 27i-periodic), whereas — (t, x, e) Ф 0. A real positive 
dt 
number e is a so-called small parameter. 
In several recent papers the question has been studied how large a number e* > 0 
we can choose, so that for all г е (0, e*> the existence of a 27r-periodic solution of 
(0.1) would be guaranteed. We seek only such 27r-periodic solutions which for 
г -> 0 tend to a 27r-periodic solution of 
(0.2) у = Ay . 
A. A. KRUMING [1] and A. E. GEL'MAN [3] suppose that (1) matrix A has no 
characteristic root of the form/?/ (p some integer including zero) and (2) the function 
f(t, x, г) is continuous in t and analytic in x and £. Ju. A. RJABOV [4] retains only 
assumption (2). 
In D. C. LEWIS'S papers [5], [6] the system 
(0.3) x = A(t, г) x + F(t, x , e) , 
where the matrix A(t, г) and the function F(t, x, г) are 2^-periodic in t, is dealt with. 
If we carry out a transformation of variables so that the coefficients at linear members 
in x are constants (such a transformation always exists) then in paper [5] the case 
is discussed in which condition (l) is fulfilled and further Fj(i, 0,0) = — l (t, 0, 0) = 0 
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(j9k = 1,2,..., и). In paper [6] the assumption (l) is omitted and the function 
F(t, x, e) is assumed to be of class C2 in x and e, further to fulfil 
F/t90,0) = — l (U 0, 0) = — £ j L - (*, 0, 0) = 0 ( y , fc, / = 1, 2 , . . . , /2) 
oXfc oxk dxt 
and finally to fulfil some other conditions which are less important and more invol-
ved. By means of a Green matrix, constructed for the system y = A(t, e) y with 
periodic boundary conditions, Lewis reduces the problem to the study of a certain 
system of integral equations. 
For an autonomous system I i. e. — = 0 ) J. KURZWEIL [7] published an estimate 
of the interval (0, e*> under very general assumptions (he uses the method of succesive 
approximations in a similar way as I. G. MALKIN). 
In this paper the estimation of the interval (0, e*>, for whose values the 2^-periodic 
solution exists, is made for the resonant and nonresonant cases (i. e. assumption 
(1) being or not being fulfilled) under more general assumptions than in papers 
[1] — [6], because I only suppose that the function f(t, x, e) is of class C1 in x 
and of class C° in e (similarly as in Kurzweil's paper [7]). My investigation is based 
mainly on the Coddington-Levinson existence theorem (cf. [8]). 
SOME NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
Let С be а л x n matrix (cl7) (/, j = 1,2,..., n). Let Jf denote the naturally ordered 
set {1, 2,..., n}9 Let se and J* be naturally ordered subsets of JT9 se = {al9 a2,..., ap}, 
J> = {bub2, ..., frj, (so that 1 ̂  ax < a2 < ... < ap ^ n, 1 ^ Ьг < b2 < ... < 
< bq ^ ri). Let us introduce the notation 
С*я = (cpq) , pes/ 9 q e M . 
(If stf or £% is the empty set then C^m has of course no meaning.) 
Further, let us denote by se the complement of se with respect to Jf (again na-
turally ordered). 
Analogously, x being a га-vector, x^ denotes the vector (xj)9 j e s/. 
The symbol + is defined by the relation 
с = ca + c^ 
where с is a и-vector. 
We define the norm of a m x n matrix C, whose elements are continuous functions 
of t on (a9 by as 
m 
\\C\\ = m a x m a x £ \cjk(t)\ . 
a^t^b к j = l 
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The norm of a column «-vector whose elements are continuous functions of t 
on <я, by is defined as 
||x|| = max t l*X')l • 
Clearly, the following relations hold, 
| |A+B| |g | |A| |+ | |B| | , ||AB||£||A||||B||, ||Ax|| g ||A|| ||x|| . 
En will denote the «-dimensional unit matrix. (If no danger of confusion will 
arise, the index n will be omitted). 
We shall say that a real n x n matrix A is in a semi-canonical form if it is of the form 
к. 
where Apj — 1, 2, ...,k are of the form 





: • Sj02 
0 i . . : * 2 s, 
5' \Nj Of' ° 2 - 0̂ o) ' 
(Nj being a positive integer), B„ / = 1, 2 , . . . , m are of the form 
0 0 . . . 0" 
(0.4") B« = 
1 0. : 
: "00 
6 ... 10 
and the matrix С has no characteristic root of the form pi, p being any integer includ­
ing 0. 
It holds (cf., e. g. [8]) 
(0.5) " < > ' 
e e,c 
where (the matrix Aj being of the type a,- x a,-, a,- = 2/^) 







i **> — e t S j . . . e , S j 
1(^-1)! (Pj-2)\ 
tSj = /COS tf; 
\s in Njt 
t - sin NA 
 cos iVjf/ 
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and (B, being of the type ßl x ßt) 
(0.7) etB 




3 i - 2 







( f t -1 ) ! (Ру-2) ! 
Let the matrices Л, A,-, ßz and С fulfil all assumptions as above. Then the indices 
fc-l k - l к 
1,2,«! + 1, <xt + 2,..., Z a , + 1. Z a ; + 2> Z a J + b 
i = i i = i j = i 
fc fc m - l 
Z*,- + £i + i,..., Xai + Zft + l 
j=l j=l 1=1 
will be called singular indices and the (naturally) ordered set formed by them will 
be denoted £?. 
The indices 
к к к к т 
«i-i,<*!... , I X - i > Za./> Z ^ + ßi'---' Z a i + Z ^ 
i = i j = i J = i j = i / = i 
will be called exceptional indices and the (naturally) ordered set formed by them 
will be denoted У. 
Let the vector function f(t, x, в) be defined for 0 ^ t g 2л, x e 36 and 0 ^ 8 ^ e0, 
where 36 = £[x | ||x — x0|| < p, p > 0]. We shall say that f(t, x, e) is of class C° 
in t, of class Cp in x and of class Crin 8 on SDt = <0, 2л> x ï x (0, e0> if it is continu-
ous in t and has continuous partial derivatives of order p in x and of order r in г for 
every (t, x, e) e SW. If the derivatives of the highest order q in x fulfil a Lipschitz 
condition with respect to x, we shall say that f(t, x, e) is of order CqL. Similarly in 
analogous cases of other variables. 
A га-dimensional vector function h{c, e) of an «-vector с and a scalar e being of 
class Cp,p ^ 1, in с for с G £, e e S (where £ is an open set) we shall denote 
— (c, e) = hc(c, e) = [ —* (c, e) ) (j = 1, 2,. . . , m; fc = 1, 2,. . . , w) 
Dc \dck J 
Given a function f(t, x, e) defined for 0 ^ Г ^ 2л:, x e 36 = J£[X | ||X — x0|| < p, 
p > 0] , 0 ^ 8 !g 80 and of class C
1 in x, let us recall the Theorem of the Mean, 
f(t, * ' , e) - f(t, x", 8) = ft fx(t, x" + % " - x') , 8) d# . (x' - x") . 
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1. THE LOCAL EXISTENCE THEOREM AND THE ESTIMATION OF THE 
INTERVAL OF EXISTENCE 
Let us consider the (real) differential system 
(1.1) x = Ax + ef(t,x,e) 
where x is a column «-vector (xl9 x2,..., xn), f is a «-dimensional vector function, 
A is a n x n constant matrix and e > 0 is a small parameter. Without loss of generality 
we may suppose that A has a semi-canonical form. 
We will prove next the following theorem: 
Theorem 1.1. Let the following assumptions be fulfilled. 
(I) The system of equations 
(1.2) H ^ ^ ( ^ A - £ ) ^ 0 ) = 0 , 
(1.3) H<?> ЕЕ & éfirs)Af(s> esAc(0\ 0)ds = 0 
has a real solution c (0) = c(0)*. 
(II) Given e0 > 0 and p0 > 0, let us denote 
£p0 = E[x\ ||x - e«V°>* Hi <Po for Ой'tu Щ 
and Wl = E[t, x, б| 0 S tu 2я, x e Эеро, 0 ^ e ^ e0] . TAe function f is on 3# 
In-periodic in t, of class C° in t and s and of class C1 in x. 
(III) The Jacobian of the system (1.2, 1.3) with respect to c(0) at the point c(0)* 
is nonvanishing. 
(IV) Let e* = min(e l 5 e2, e3), where the st are defined by equations (1.33), (1.35) 
and (I A4). 
Then, for every в from the interval (0, e*> there exists a unique In-periodic solution 
ф(/, c*(e), e) of the system (1.1) with the initial condition ф(0, с*(г), e) = c*(e) e С0. 
This solution tends for а -> 0 to the In-periodic solution etAc^0)* of the system 
(1.4) Y = Ay. 
Proof. By the assumption (II) and by the theorem on the continuous dependence 
of a solution on initial conditions and on parameters there exist numbers г0, 0 < ё0 ^ 
<; e0 and fi0, 0 < /i0 й Po such that every solution \j/(t, c5 e) of the system (1.1), 
in which 0 < 8 ^ ë0j satisfying the initial conditions i^(0, c, e) = c, where с е ^ о = 
= E[c\ ||с - c°*|| <; / i 0 ] , exists on the interval <0, In) and 
(1.5) ^ , c , e ) e £ p o for 0 й t й 2тт, с e £До, 0 g e й i 0 
(cf. [8], chap. 2, th. 4.3). 
Also by the assumption (II), solutions of the system (1.1) are uniquely determined 
in 3£Po by the initial conditions. From the variation-of-constants method it follows 
that the system (1.1) is equivalent to the system of integral equations 
(1.6) x = etAc + eJ 0 e
(t~s)Af(s, x, s)äs\ 
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i. e. every solution of (1.1) with initial condition x(0) = с satisfies (1.6) and vice 
versa . 
According to the uniqueness of the solutions for 0 й e ^ i 0 and с е 2До, a necessary 
and sufficient condition for a solution <j)(t, c, e) of (1.6) (or (l.l)) with initial value 
0(0, c, s) = с to be 27r-periodic, is that 
(1.7) ф(2п, с, г) » ф(0, с, г) = (е2пА - £) с + в $2п é2n~s)A f(s, ф(з, с, г), e) d* = 0 . 
It is now our task to find under which conditions and for how large e an initial 
vector с = с*(г) exists such that the conditions (1.7) are fulfilled and c*(0) = c(0)*. 
If the matrix A has no characteristic root of the type pi (p being an integer includ­
ing 0), i. e. we have a non-resonant case, then det (e2nA — £) = det (e2nC — £) + 0 
and the system (1.7) need not be modified. In the opposite case the matrix A has 
at least one sub-matrix of the type Aj or Вг and then, with respect to (0.7), (0.8) det 
(e2nA — E) = 0. Hence, for e = 0 the system (1.7) does not determine the vector 
c*(0) uniquely and therefore we cannot use the implicit function theorem to prove 
the existence of a solution of (1.7) for s > 0. 
Using relations (0.7) and (0.8) we find easily 
(1.8) (e2«A - Е)уж = 0 , (e2*A - Е ) ж г = 0 , det (e2«A - £ > ? Ф 0 . 
Hence, we can write the system (1.7) in the form 
(1.9) Ну = (e2*A - £ > ? c ? + eJ2* e?7mf{s, Ф, *) ds = 0 , 
(1.10) Hy = J2*e$ys)Af(S, <M) d* = 0 . 
(We might divide the equations ( 1.10) by e because of г ф 0). 
The left sides of (1.9) and (1.10) are uniformly continuous in с and e for с е 2 ^ 
and 0 ^ e ^ s0 and they reduce for e = 0 (in accordance with (1.6)) to the systems 
(1.2) and (1.3). 
Let us make some small modifications in (1.9) and (1.10). Let us denote 
(1.110) D = i p L (c0*) = 4 2 r s ) A fx(s, esV°>*, 0) e% as . 
By (III) det D Ф 0 and therefore the inverse matrix D " 1 exists. By (1.8) there exists 
the mverse matrix (e2nA — E ) ^ = C. Hence, the equations (1.9) and (1.10) are 
evidently equivalent to the equations 
(1 -9') <* = - eC J2* <%7S)%, <l>(s), e) ds, 
(1.10') cr = cr - D 1 /*« e%T*Af{s, ф{з), в) ds . 
To prove our theorem we use the method of successive approximations. We define 
/ 1 11 \ ( 0 ) * Л 
(1.11J c0 f = c ? = 0 , 
(1.112) C0>ir = Cr , . » -
(1.113) ^ о ( 0 = е , л с о , ; 
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(1.120 cfc+1>? = - eC ft" 4TS)Af(^, ОД, е) d* , 
(1.122) cfc+1>^ = e».r - О"1 J02" e£T )Af(5, ^ j ) , s) d*, 
(1.123) фк+1{1) = е(Лс,+1 + e Jo e ( ' " s ) > , ^ ) , a) <b . 
In the estimations below, the following assumptions will be supposed to be ful­
filled: 
(Pi) 0 й £ Û во , 0 ^ ^ 2 я , 
( P 2 ) c * e ^ > 0 < ^ № ) 
(Рз) ^*(0 e £p , 0 < p < po • 
Clearly, there exist constants a, bu b0, b, cu c2, c, and c0 such that 
(1.13) ||e'A|| йа, 
(1.14) ||Cß" S7S)Af{s, Ф&). в) <И ^ u i , 
(1.15) ||Joe( '-s) / lf(S,cio(4e)^ll â&o , 
(1.16) ||J0e
('-s>Af(^ Ф&), в) ал-Ц £ .0 (fc = 1, 2,...) , 
(1.17) ||Cj0
2* 47S)A Jo fxk **-i + КФи - Фы-i). в) d9 df|| й ct , 
(1.18) HD"1 Jo2" ^ r s ) A fx (^ *o, 0) [0 + ( - 1) e% С J02lt e g ^ V *o, в) àa + 
+ J0e
(s-ff)Af(o-,^0,e)da]d5|| й с0, 
(1.19) ID"1 Jo2" 4 2 r s ) A f > , *o, 0) [0 + i%{- 1) С J2" ST'* Jo fx(", **-a + 
+ 9 (фк_, - фк„2), s) dS da + D 1 J02*e£r)Afx(s, Фо, 0) Jo ̂ _ ° ) A • 
. Jo fx(a, 0*_2 + 9[фк-л - фк-2), s) dB do-] ds\\ й c2 , 
(1.20) II Jo e('-s)A Jo fjs, фк-1 + Sfo - ^ _ i ) , в) dd <k|j й с . 
Further, there exist (by (1.3) and the assumption (II)) continuous non-decreasing 
positive functions b2 and со (these functions are essentially moduli of continuity of 
corresponding integrands with respect to в or x, g) such that 
(1.21) \\D-ij20"e$yAf(s, ф0, s) ds\\ й Ь2(е) , 
(1.22) | |0-Чо2*е£Г )А Jo [fxfc Фь-i + ЧФь ~ **-i). *) ~ U', Фо, 0)] dB ds\\ й 
g eo(e + р) , 
while 
(1.23а, b) b2(ô) -* 0 , со(д) -у 0 for <5 -• 0 . 
Before proceeding further notice that by (1.110) 
(1.24) ck+ur - ck^ - D-lH'e$ys)Afx{s, ф0, 0) tfoCb+L* ~ c^) ds = 0 . 
By (1.12), (1.14), (1.21), (1.13) and (1.15) 
(1.25) \\et - c0|| й \\ct,r - e0>?ll + \\cuir - c0,y|| й eb, + b2(e) = В^в), 
(1.26) ||01 - *0|| й а{гЬ, + b2(e)) + eb0 = Ф^е). 
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By (1.17), (1.12), (1.24), (1.18), (1.13) and (1-20) 
(1.27) ||c2 - c j й sc, \\ф. - ф0\\ + K.-r ~ со,г ~ D~' /о" ̂ Г s)Afx(*> ф0, е) . 
• WMcJ- C r ) + еЫси7 - с0,г) + е J0 e^f(o, *., .) da] d,|| + 
+ HD"1 $ " е$У» Ц [fjs, ф0 + Wi - Фо), в) - Us, ф0, 0)] d9 . 
. (ф1 - ф0) ds\\ g set \\Ф, - Фо\\ + есо + ®(е + Р) И*1 - *о11 ' 
(1.28) \\ф2 - фА й в||еа - e j + в Щ ^ ' " * ß f A *o + 3(*i - 0 o H d3 . 
. {фх - ф0) às\\ g (sacy + aœ(e + p) + ее) \\фг - ФЛ + еас0. 
By (1.17), (1.24), (1.19) and (1.20) for к § 2 
(1.29) K + 1 - efc|| < 
û *\\С№еТ/°)А&ф,Фъ-х + Н.Ф* - Ф^-г),в)а9(фк - ф^Щ + 
+ IK *• - е4_! г - D"1 /о"еЙг",)А f(*. *о, °) tfrAck.ir ~ e*-i,r) + 
+ еМ- 1) С J02" 4?7S)A Jo f & **-* + 
+ S(0 t_ t - ^ _ 2 ) , в) dSfak-i - &-2) + £ Jo ^"" ) А /о f > , **-2 + 
+ S(**-i - **-a). e) dS(**-i - **-»)] d5« + 
+ WD-1 $2oneW)A /o [ f> , Л -2 + S(**-i - Фь-г)> е) -
- f x ( ^ ^ 0 ) ] d 3 ( ^ - ^ _ 1 ) d ^ | | ^ 
g (ect + co(e + p))|| фк - фк-Л + ес2\\ фк-х ~ Фк-г\\ > 
(1.30) \\фк+1 - фк\\ й a\\ck+1 - ск\\ + ес\\фк - фк-Л Û 
й (еасу + аса(е + р) + ес)\\фк - фк-Л + sac2 \\Фк-1 ~ Фк-г\\ • 
Let us denote 
(1.31) а0 = ес2, ß0 = есу + ю(е + р), 
(1.32) а = гас2, ß = е^ас, + с) + асо(е + р) . 
00 
It can easily be shown that a series £ ak, where a0 > 0, ax > 0, ak+1 = /?а4 + 
k = 0 
+ Яак-иР > 0, q > 0, к = 1, 2,. . . , is convergent if and only if p + q < 1. Hence, 
OO 
by (1.20), (1.32) the series £ | |0k + 1 - < |̂| surely converges if а + Д < 1. By (1.29) 
fc = 0 
00 
the series ^ ||cfc+1 — cfc|| then converges, too. 
k = 0 
Let us therefore choose a number #, 0 < q < 1 and numbers su0 < sx ^ e0 
and p l f 0 < pt S Po s u c n that 
(1.33) а + ß = e^Ci + ас2 + с) + ясо(г + p) g q for 0 g e ^ ex ^ e0, 
О й P й Pi . 
By (1.23b) such numbers surely exist. 
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Let us now examine in more detail what relations numbers e, \i and p must fulfil in 
order that all solutions of (1.1) beginning in iß lie for 0 ^ t S 2л; in Э6р. By (1.123) 
0* - 0o = etA(ck - c0) + a Jo e(f"s)Af(^ 0,_1? e) d* 
so that by (1,16) 
Il0*-0oll йа\\ск- c0|| +eb. 
It follows that all фк and therefore also lim фк lie in 3EP if e and \x are chosen so 
* - + oo 
that 
(1.34) apt + be UP • 
Let us now choose numbers e2 > 0 and ци 0 < \ix ^ JU0 such that 
(1.35) tf^i + fee ^ Pi for 0 ^ 8 ^ e2 and 0 <^ ß <? р,г g /г0 • 











| | c , - c 0 | | й I I K + I - c J , ]ш 1,2, . . . 
fc = 0 
у = aß, ô = a + ß2 , 
To = aoßo » ^o = «о + ßo > 
*-($• "-(££)• 
(1.30) 
/ llC2*+l - C2k\\ \ < M / | |02*-1 - 02*-2 
\l|C2fc+2 - C2 k + 1 | | / " ° V 1102* - 02k-ill 
/1102*+1 - 02*11 \ < yyj /II02*-1 ~ 02fe-2 
\ll02*+2 - 02fc+lH/ ' \ 1102* - 02*-ill 
Hence 
(1.41) p\ck+1 - c j й ||сх - coli + ||c2 - в11| + \\M0\\ (1 - Ц/ИЦ)-1 . 
(Il*i - Фо\\ + \\Ф2 - ФЛ) • 
From (1.37а) and from a < 1 it follows that 
(1.42) ||M(e, p)\\ = max (« + y, ß + S) = ß. + 5 = ß(e, p) + ö(e, p) , 
forix + y = a + aß<ß + o = ß + a + ß2 and similarly 
(1.43) \\M0(e, p)\\ = max (a0 + y0, ß0 + <50) = ß0 + ô0 = a0 + j80(l + ßo) 
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By (1.36), (1.41), (1.42), (1.43) and (1.25) -(1.28) all ck (and therefore lim сь too) 
к-*оо 
will lie in 2M1, if we choose e3 > 0 such that 
(1.44) B±(a) + [e0c1 + co(e0 + P l ) ] # t(e) + ec0 + ||A4(e0? Pl)ll (1 - ЦЛ1(во, Pi))" 1 . 
. {^i(e) + [ßo(acx + c) + яа)(||е + Pi)] *i(e) + e^o} ^ Pi for 0 ^ e ^ e3 . 
Such e3 really exists because of (1.23a). Put 
(1.45) e* = min (el9 e2, e3) , ju* = /лх , p* = p t . 
Define functions c*(e) and <l>*(t, c*(e), e) as 
oo 
(1.46) c*(e) = lim ск = c0 + £ (e 4 + 1 - e4) , 
fc->oo fc = 0 
00 
(1.47) **(*, e*(e), e) = Um ф£) = ф$) + £ (фк+1ф - ф&)) . 
fc-»oo к = 0 
For 0 ^ г ^ e*, all solutions 0(/, с, г) of ( l . l ) with initial conditions ф(0, с, е) = 
= ceiß* remain for 0 :g t g 2я in 9£p* с: 3Épo, so that assumptions (Px) — (P3) 
under which our estimations were derived are fulfilled. 
Hence by former considerations the limit (1.46) exists uniformly and absolutely 
with respect to г for 0 ^ e ^ e* and the limit (1.47) exists uniformly and absolutely 
with respect to t and s for 0 ^ t ^ 2n and 0 ^ e ^ e*. 
Thus, in systems (1.121>23) we can let к -> oo. under the integral signs. Hence it 
follows that the functions c*(e) and <f>{t, c*(e), г) fulfil the systems of equations 
(1.6), (1.9) and (1.10). These systems are equivalent to ( l . l ) , (1.9) and (1.10). This 
means that the function <£*(?, c*(e), г) is a solution of ( l . l ) and fulfils the periodic 
boundary conditions ф*(2п9 с*(г), е) = ф*(0, с*(е), г) = с*(е), q. e. d. 
The estimation of e* can be simplified by supposing that the function f(t, x, e) 
is of class C1L in x and of class C0L in s on 5DÎ. Since a modulus of continuity o)(ô) 
of a function satisfying a Lipschitz condition is of the form œ(ô) = Ko we can 
put in (1.21) and (1.22) 
(1.48) b2(e) = sb2 , œ(s + p) = (e + p)œ9 
where b2 and œ are constants. Put 
(1.49) A = a(c1 + c2 + со) + с , 
В = bx + b2 + (s0c1 + (e0 + Po) со) [а(^х + b2) + 60] + c0 + 
+ 11>И0(е0,ра)|| (1 - «(ecPol l )" 1 {[<6i + *2) + *o] -
. [1 + s0(act + c) + a(e0 + p0) ш + e0^o]} • 
By (1.33), (1.35) and (1.44) we have to choose positive constants q < 1, е ь р1э e2, / j t 
and e3 such that 
(1.33') Asx + œpiuq <• 1 , 
(1.350 <Vi + è82 ^ Pi > 
(1,440 *е 3 ^ Pi -
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The inequalities will be fulfilled (in the most favourable way) if we put 
(1.45') 8* = e± = e2 = e3 = -Л , 
ju* = mm — ~ , / i 0 b p* = mm v — y , p 0 . 
V l̂ + co(b + я£) / \A + ш(й + aJ5) / 
Hence, we may state the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.2. Le/ the following assumptions be fulfilled. 
(I) ЯЛЕ/ (III) f/ze same &? in Theorem 1.1. 
(II) The function f(t, x, e) & of class C° in t, of class C1L in x and of class C0L in e on Wl. 
(IV) e*, ju* and p* are defined by (1.45'). 
Then for every zfrom the interval (0, e*> there exists a unique In-periodic solution 
4>*(t9 c*(e), e) of the equation (1.1) while ||c*(e) - c(0)*|| g /I* am/1| <£*(/, c*(e), e) -
- e'Ac(0)*|| UP*forO Utu2n. 
R e m a r k 1. Clearly, if we were supposing that f(t, x, e) is defined and of class C° 
in e for (— e0, 80) instead of (0, e0) we could prove that a unique 2 7i-periodic solution 
of (1.1) exists for e e <— 8*, 8*>, e + 0, 8* having the same meaning as inTh. 1.1. 
R e m a r k 2. By omitting some evident terms, the former estimations could be used 
in the nonresonant case, too. But in this case we can get under less restrictive assumpt-
ions a simpler estimation. 
Theorem 1.3. Let the following assumptions be fulfilled. 
(I) The matrix A has no characteristic root of the type pi (p being an integer including 0). 
(II) The function f(t, x, e) is on SDÎ = E[t, x, e|, 0 ^ t S 2n , ||x|| < p0 , 0 < 
< e < e0] In-periodic and of class C° in t, of class C
0L in x and of class C° in s. 
(III) Let us denote Lt and L2 constants (whose existence is guaranteed by (II)) 
satisfying inequalities 
\\е2«Л - E)" 1 j?e<2*-»A[f(s, ф', г) - f(s, ф", е)] <Ь|| й All Ф' - Ф"\\ , 
Ufo /'-*A[f(s, ф', s) - f(s, ф", e)] ds\\ й L2 W - ф"\\ . 
Let 8* = min (e0, e j , p* = pt where ех > 0 and pt > 0 are numbers satisfying 
inequalities 
s1(aL1 + L2) й q < 1 , ацх + be1 й Po > 
£l Г1 + 1 Г Г , г \ (abl + *0Я = ^ ' 
L 1 - si(aL1 + L2) J 
where a, b, b0 and bt have the same meaning as in Th. 1.1 (of course, it is now У = 
= i? = jr). 
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Then for every г from the interval (0, e*> there exists a unique In-periodic solution 
<j)(t, c*(e), e) of the equation (1.1) with initial value 0(0, c*(e), e) = c*(e) while 
l|c*(e)|| й ju* awrf ll<H*, c*(e), e)|| й P* . 
The p r o o f of this theorem is easy and may be omitted. 
2. AN EXISTENCE THEOREM IN THE LARGE 
Frequently, we are not interested as much in the interval of e, for whose values 
a certain approximate method is convergent as in the interval, for whose values a 
periodic solution <l>(t, c(e), e) (with the property <f>{t, c(e), e) -> etAc(0)* for e -+ 0) 
exists at all. Let us derive a theorem of such global character. (Unfortunately, the 
utilization of this thoerem is very difficult). 
Let us state three definitions (cf. [9], chap. VIII, sec. 3). 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 . 1 . A sheet of points in e, c-space is a connected set W0 of points 
w = (г, c) with finite coordinates such that for every point w0 = (s0, c0) of W0, there 
exists a neighborhood N(w0; a) = E[w \ \\w — w0|| < a] such that no two points 
of W0 in N(w0; a) have the same projection e0; and for every w0 in W0 and every 
a > 0 there is a neighborhood N(w0; b) each of whose points s is a projection 
of a point w of W0 in N(w0, a). 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 .2 . A boundary point of a sheet W0 is a point not belonging to 
W0, but every neighborhood of which contains points of W0. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 . 3 . If a vector function h(e, c) is defined and of class C1 in с for (г, с) 
in an open set W, then a point w = (e, c) is called an ordinary point for fi(e, c) 
in case that w e W and the matrix hc(e, c) is nonsingular. All other points are called 
exceptional points. 
Let us prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.1. Given the equation (1.1), let the following assumptions be fulfilled. 
(I) —(III) the same as in theorem 1.1 except that in (II) — г0 < s < e0, e0 > 0. 
(IV) For e e S = (— e0, e0) and с e £, £ being an open connected set, the 
solutions 0/(1.1) are uniquely determined and for 0 ^ t ^ 2% stay in 3cpo. 
Then there exists the unique sheet of solutions с = с*(г) of the system 
(2.1) h^s, c) = c ? + г{е2«А - £ ) ~ ß « e^~s)%, *(*), e) ds = 0 , 
hy(s, c) = ft*$y» f(s, ф(з), e)ds = 0, 
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where (j>(t) = (ß(t, с, s) is the solution of 
(2.2) x(t) = etAc + г/ ' e^Af(s, x(s), e) ds, 
with these properties: 
(a)(0 ,c<°>*) 6W, 
(b) every point W is an ordinary point; 
(c) the only finite boundary points of Ware either boundary points of ® = 2 x £ or 
exceptional points of the function 
h(e, c) = h^(e, c) + h^(e, c) . 
Proof. By the definition of @ the system 2.2 has for every (г, c) e @ a unique 
solution remaining in 3cpo for 0 ^ t ^ 2%. Substitute this solution into (2.1). As long 
as (e, c) e © the left-hand sides of these equations are defined and of class C1 in c. 
From this the assertion of the theorem immediately follows by [9], chap. VIII, sec. 
3, th. 3. 
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Резюме 
О ПЕРИОДИЧЕСКИХ РЕШЕНИЯХ КВАЗИЛИНЕЙНОЙ 
НЕАВТОНОМНОЙ СИСТЕМЫ 
OTTO ВЕЙВОДА (Otto Vejvoda), Прага 
В работе исследуются условия существования периодических решений с пе­
риодом 2л системы (1.1). Предполагается, что матрица имеет характеристи­
ческие корни типа pi (p — целое число вклучительно нуля) и что функция 
f — периодическая с периодом 2% в переменной t. 
В теореме 1.1 далее предполагается, что (а) система уравнений (1.2) и (1.3) 
имеет действительное решение с(0) = с(0)* и что (b) f(t, x, s) e С0,1,0 в некото­
рой окрестности 2л-периодического решения etÄc(0)* системы (1.4). Указывается 
число е* такое, что если только 0 < s < е*, то система (1.1) имеет одно и только 
одно 2л:-периодическое решение, которое для е -» 0 стремится к е'Ас(0)*. 
В теореме 1.2 оценка числа е* несколько улучшается в силу более сильного 
предположения, что f(t, x, e) e C°'1L'0L (значит, что f имеет частные производ­
ные 1-го порядка по х, удовлетворяющие условию Липшица). 
Теорема 2.1 в сущности гласит, что система (1.1) имеет 2л;-периодическое 
решение для всех е, для которых решения системы (1.1) существуют на отрезке 
<0, 2л}, если якобиян системы (2.1), где ф($) — решение системы (2.2), отличен 
от нуля. 
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